1. Press the print button to print out the Stink document (and try to keep the pages in order).

2. Take the first page – “Create Your Own Comics with Stink” – and the second page – it says “Hey, Kids!” on the top – and put their backs together. (The white/blank pages should be touching one another.)

3. Now, put the third page (“Wow!”) so that its pictures touch the pictures on page 2.

4. Take the fourth page (“Hey! First, try making”) and place it so its blank side touches the blank side of page 3.

5. Keep doing this until all the pages are used.

6. Fold the pages down the middle, like a booklet.

7. To make turning pages easier, you can staple the crease down the middle. You can also staple the edges of the pages together at the points where white pages touch each other.

8. Now you’re ready to start creating your own comics with Stink!
Stink loves to draw and create his own comic strips, and you can too! Just fill in the pages with your own great stories and artwork, and you’ll have an awesome collection of comics to share with everyone!

Let your imagination go wild and have fun!!
Stay tuned for more adventures with Stink (and his older sister, Judy)!
First, try making up a story about the day Stink rode in a rocket ship!
What if you were able to shrink to a very small size? What would the world look like to you?

Think of your most embarrassing moment in school. Turn it into a funny story that will make you (and your friends) laugh!

Pretend that you’re a superhero. What are your special powers? What kind of uniform would you wear?

Imagine that you owned a very unusual pet. What does it look like? What does it eat?

What if you were able to shrink to a very small size? What would the world look like to you?

Need help coming up with a story idea? Here are some suggestions:

Try using some of these fun phrases in your stories too!

Uh-oh!

AARGH!

TA-DA!

POOF!

DRAT!

BONK!